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2001 AND 2003 PHOTOMETRY OF WY CANCRIHECKERT, PAUL A.Dept. of Chem. & Physis, Western Carolina University, Cullowhee, NC 28723 USAAs part of an ongoing study of WY Canri, (#82 in the atalog of Strassmeier etal. 1993) a short period elipsing RS CVn system, I olleted new optial photometryin 2001 and 2003. Hekert (2001) and Hekert et al. (1998) have olleted annual lighturves of WY Cn sine 1988. These works note seular luminosity inreases of nearly0.1 magnitudes in both 1988 and 1997, whih may signal the onset of a new yle inspot ativity with a hange in the diretion of longitudinal spot migration. Kjurkhievaet al. (2003) report photometry and spetrosopy during 2001. They note a seularluminosity inrease in February 2001, after my 2001 data were taken. Their spetrosopyalso on�rms reent detetions (Pojmanski, 1998; Ar�evalo and L�azaro, 1999) of spetrallines from the seondary in this system, whih has previously been lassi�ed as a singlelined system.I observed WY Cn with the San Diego State University 61-m telesope on Mt. La-guna. The 2001 light urves were obtained on the nights of Deember 30, 2000 andJanuary 2, 3, & 6, 2001. The 2003 light urves were obtained on January 9, 10, 11, 13,18, 21,& 24, 2003. I used SAO 80583 as the omparison star. The light urves, with 135data points per �lter in 2001 and 132 in 2003, are plotted in Figures 1 and 2. The dataare di�erential magnitudes (var-omp) in the standard Johnson-Cousins system. I usedthe ephemeris of Hall and Kreiner (1980):�0=2426352.3895+0.82937122 E.I modelled the data using Budding and Zeilik's (1987) Information Limit OptimizationTehnique (ILOT). Initial values for stellar parameters were the same as those of Hekertet al. (1998) and Hekert (2001). I adopted temperatures of 5520K and 3500K forthe primary and seondary stars. After the initial �t, the ILOT extrats a distortionwave whih I then �t for two irular 0K spots. The �ts for eah olor are performedindependently. The reported longitude, latitude and radius of eah spot are in degrees,and are given in Table 1.Being more diÆult to �t, the latitudes are less reliable than the other parameters.However the two spots during both years inlude both high and low latitudes. Hekert etal. (1998) note a tendeny for spots in the 270Æ ALB to be at higher latitudes than thosein the 90Æ ALB. This tendeny appears to hold in the 2001 data. The 2003 data howevershow the reverse tendeny. The 90Æ ALB spot is at higher latitude. By omparing the Ror I data to the 0K spot solutions at B or V, the ILOT an estimate spot temperatures.Doing so I �nd an average value of the spot temperature of Ts=3993K�321K for 2001and Ts=3930K�100K for 2003.Kjurkhieva et al. (2003) modelled the spots in their light urves from November andDeember 2000. With spots at 220Æ and 345Æ longitude, their models di�er from this
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Table 1. Spot Fits2001 B band V band R band I bandLongitude1 287.5�1.7 286.6�2.5 286.4�2.8 284.8�4.0Latitude1 59.8�3.8 57.8�8.0 60.0�9.5 60.3�17.5Radius1 26.1�2.4 22.3�3.8 21.5�4.5 19.7�7.3Longitude2 146.0�4.6 148.3�6.3 149.5�9.3 149.4�12.0Latitude2 0.0�14.5 0.0�23.8 0.0�19.7 0.0�20.1Radius2 9.3�0.5 8.7�0.6 8.3�0.7 8.1�0.8�2 68.4 52.6 44.9 44.02003Longitude1 93.2�4.1 87.5�4.7 90.2�6.6 91.3�7.9Latitude1 74.4�4.4 73.5�5.8 76.0�6.6 78.0�6.7Radius1 25.5�4.7 22.6�5.4 21.5�6.6 21.2�7.4Longitude2 299.7�4.6 302.0�6.8 303.7�9.1 305.4�10.5Latitude2 0.0�19.6 0.0�20.8 0.0�27.0 0.0�29.4Radius2 9.1�0.7 8.5�0.8 7.8�0.9 7.0�1.0�2 161.4 110.5 91.4 70.3work. To hek my models for nonunique solutions, I tried using their spot solution as aninitial guess for modeling my data. The solution onverged to that reported here. Henethe spots hanged rapidly. Noting that Kjurkhieva et al. (2003) observed a seularluminosity inrease in February 2001, suggests that rapid hanges in the spot strutureour just before the seular luminosity inreases. If these luminosity inreases resultin some way from inreased magneti ativity, suh rapid hanges would be expeted.This magneti ativity ould be either spot ativity that disappears or a bright magnetinetwork similar to, but muh more extensive than, that on the Sun. Figure 3 plots theestimated unspotted light level following Hekert (2001). The data from this work andKjurkhieva et al. (2003) are added to Hekert's (2001) original �gure. In addition tothe original aveats, note that the Kjurkhieva et al. (2003) data are in the instrumentalsystem. Hene the apparent brightness derease from Deember 2000 to January 2001 islikely a alibration artifat. If so, the February 2001 seular luminosity inrease is loserin brightness to those of 1997 and 1988 than it appears in the �gure. Also note thatthe February 2001 data are very limited phase overage. The seular luminosity inreaseseems to rise on a time sale of a few months.After the spot �ts, I performed lean �ts to the light urves removing the e�ets ofthe distortion wave from the spot as modelled in that �lter. The �ts at eah wavelengthwere done independently. The olor independent parameters generally agree to withinthe quoted errors. Table 2 shows values for eah �lter and the mean for the wavelengthindependent parameters. Figure 4 shows the V band lean �ts.The quantities in Table 2 are as de�ned by Budding and Zeilik (1987). The frationalluminosities of the primary and seondary omponents, L1 and L2, are normalized tosum to approximately but not exatly 1. The sum an deviate from unity beause thenormalization is performed before the light urve is orreted for the spot e�ets, andsubtrating the spot auses the out of elipse intensity to be slightly more or less than1. These results agree to within the errors with previous work. The mass ratio, q,has been a partiular problem for WY Cn. The results above ompare with previousphotometri values of q=0.31�0.23 and q=0.384�0.099 (Hekert, 2001 and Hekert etal., 1998). More reently it has been possible to determine this value from spetrosopy.The photometri mass ratios and inlinations for 2003 are very lose to the spetrosopivalues of q=0.59�0.07, i=87Æ and q=0.55�0.06, i=88Æ (Ar�evalo and L�azaro, 1999 andKjurkhieva et al., 2003). The 2001 values however are loser to the previous lowerphotometri determinations of q and the orresponding inlinations of 90Æ for most of thedata sets.
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Table 2. Clean Fits2001 B band V band R band I band MeanL1 0.961�0.004 0.956�0.005 0.940�0.005 0.912�0.005k(=r2/r1) 0.612�0.003 0.611�0.004 0.612�0.004 0.607�0.005 0.611��0 10.597�0.115 10.589�0.122 10.542�0.127 10.485�0.133 10.553r1 0.241�0.003 0.240�0.003 0.236�0.003 0.237�0.003 0.239i(deg) 90.0�1.3 90.0�1.2 90.0�1.4 90.0�1.4 90.0L2 0.028�0.005 0.034�0.005 0.050�0.006 0.075�0.006q(=m2/m1) 0.326�0.054 0.326�0.070 0.335�0.094 0.313�0.124 0.325�2 41.9 32.0 30.2 32.62003L1 0.995�0.004 0.972�0.004 0.951�0.004 0.924�0.004k(=r2/r1) 0.638�0.012 0.626�0.007 0.627�0.006 0.617�0.006 0.627��0 11.916�0.105 11.953�0.109 11.910�0.113 11.871�0.117 11.913r1 0.240�0.003 0.239�0.003 0.238�0.003 0.239�0.003 0.239i(deg) 86.8�1.0 88.2�1.5 88.1�1.3 88.2�1.4 87.8L2 0.009�0.005 0.025�0.005 0.042�0.006 0.070�0.006q(=m2/m1) 0.534�0.052 0.550�0.067 0.594�0.084 0.593�0.100 0.568�2 140.4 95.7 83.6 66.2I thank Paul Etzel for sheduling generous amounts of observing time at Mt. La-guna. I also aknowledge support from the Gaposhkin Researh Fund of the AmerianAstronomial Soiety Small Researh Grant Program.
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Figure 1. The light urve of WY Cn in 2001, with 135 data points per �lter.
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Figure 2. The light urve of WY Cn in 2003, with 132 data points per �lter.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.


